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BY ASHLEY HOPKINS 
mmtmn 
Since Sept ii. national ncorit) 
has reigned supreme as one of the 
nation's greatest issues of debate. 
Students in colleges across 
the      count IT have      staged 
demonstrations, recruiters haw 
worked i" enlist nldieri ind flying 
in an airplane will never be the same. 
IMI 1I,IMI<MI1 wilh theattermalh in 
a different way — creating a major 
that will tain students to protect 
themselves, their country or their 
corporation through information 
analysis. 
The information analysis major 
was created in the fall of 2007 and 
teaches students how to employ 
an information-centric approach 
to problem solving by looking at 
data and using technology. Classes 
prepare students for jobs within 
and outside (if the government, as 
graduates will be trained to won in 
one of the country's 16 intelligence 
agencies like the CIA, the FBI. 
the NSA and the PIA, or a major 
corporation 
" Essentially you will be prepared 
to find the answer to some urgent, 
real work question by gathering 
information, analyzing with 
technology and creating realistic 
inferences from it using reasoning." 
said Noel Hendrickson, advisor for 
the major. 
While the Information tmalysts ; 
major is new to JMU, it's been 
in the works for three years. 
Advisers spent a lot of time meeting 
with specialists and designing a 
curriculum that would benefit 
students. 
-As our committee worked at 
developing this program, we worked 
with representatives from various 
agencies, including the FBI," said 
Kenneth Newbold, director ot 
research development. 
Hendrickson said there were 
many benefits to working so closely 
with these agencies. 
"We want to make sure wcie 
doing what | intelligence ■fefidea] 
want, but of course we try to put our 
own JMU spin on things* he said. 
"We believe we got a really 
spin by taking on the new cutting 
edge techniques and making them 
available to undergraduates." 
The major, which has yet to be 
advertised extensively, has pulled 
in 15 students so tar, each of whom 
can choose to concentrate 111 1 it h* 1 
national security or coni|>etitive 
intelligence. 'Hie program can take 
up to three years to complete, so 
anyone planning to attend .JMl' (01 
the allotted time may apply. 
Those interested in applving 
must have a 3.0 grade point average 
and be in good standing with the 
JMU Honor Code.    As the  majoi 
see MAJOR, po<H 
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phnioMmfwiniKOKW 
)MU stodenls traveled lo loumove. o city in northern centiol Mexico during winler bceolc The srudentt sel up m«dkol dink! ewry day ol local (MM or community cenlerv Since moil 
didn'l have previous medical experience, students performed basic medical tasks like raking vitals 
ONCE UPON 
A TIME IN 
MEXICO 
IY KATIE FHISOEU 
staff writer 
T he man raised his enlarged foot for the student medical team to examine. 
hVcausv of ID infection U-lou tin skin. 
he has developed a disease .ailed Mveeloina. 
which looks siniilai to «)i|>h.inliisi- He OUM 
for wars to the visiting health elinica in niral 
areas ot Mexico to nrei\c antibiotics. Hisdoctot 
siiggesli-d amputation, hut the man couldn't 
heeause he needed to work. 
This was just one of th, -hundndsoi patients 
that nine JMU -Indents met during ,1 medical 
M-mcetnp to.laumavc. a cilvmnoitlu-rn central 
Modco Protn Dei .■*> to Jan 6 the) leaned bui 
student-. 1mm Otht i   umuisitirs through the 
organi/ation   International   Service   Learning 
The team worked with Dr. Adrian Mendoza, a 
licensed physieian in Mexico.'Hie cost of the trip 
was $1,500 plus airfare, and s--\eial students in 
the group fundraised in different ways, such as 
with their local doctor's offices. 
"Hits reaffirmed that I waul todosomething 
with m.-dieinc,' senior I'hil ('arron. .1 pre-med 
UolOfj) Biejor, said. This trip opened my eve- 
and mostly changed my ideas of international 
hcalthcm-. It emphasizes how different people 
live 
Hie  students   rode  in  a  van.   lilk-d   with 
donated pharmaceutical supplies, down dutty 
roads to niral towns. They   drove |iast mud 
luiis and cacti until the) reached I church or 
roiiimiLiiitv center, the site* it the me.li.al clinic 
for the d.iv. At each of the live clinics, the) MM 
up til ition, triage and vitals and 
pharnaq 
Since most did not haw previous hands 
on 1ned1e.1l exivrience. Mcndo/.i (augtit them 
basic skills on the first da\ lliis included how 
to click patients   vital sij-ns. including blood 
pressure and heart rate. 
"We learned pretty much by trial and emu." 
C arron said. "Wed try it again if we couldn't do 
it the first time, like reading the blood pressure 
cuff. Just because we're not completely trusting 
in our own capabilities vet we'd ask for help a 
lot   ■ 
Mendu/a also taught the students about the 
most frequent ailments in Mexico- Many people 
had parasites because they lived closely with 
their animals. Colds and bronchitis were also 
common because it was winter. Other diseases 
included scabies, lie.-and herpes. 
"For the first patient you're kind of nervous, 
but once von keep doing it. it gets easier." (Una 
(avallo. a sophomore health science and pre- 
ened student, said. "They were so patient, too. 
I.ven if they na(l numb fingers from holding 
their arms out. they d keep wait fag 
t.ivalln found the hands on learning 
experience reaffirming to liei studies. 
MMBK0,NM4 
College Republicans adopt... a platoon, that is 
BYMUIGHMAWR 
Junior Sammy G chtclis out the College Reotibkons 
table on the (ommoM Tuesday afternoon 
With lows in the 20s. it was 
free/ingonthecomnioiis I ueedaj 
In fact, the College Republicans 
wi ri the only group out tin 
Support the troop-, s, moi 
Blill l.eonbardl called to passers 
D)   ' l-vcry little bit helps " 
Students and facultv   itOPPOd 
to stuff mouev into the decorated 
box as they   hurried by. bundle.! 
up in scarves and coats. Tueeda) 
was   the    kick-off   day    tor    the 
College Republican's new Adopt 
a-Flatoon service project 
"It's been encouraging to see 
people stop and resonate with the 
. .MISC." Leonhar.lt said. 
first  vice ehali  ol  College 
Republicans junior loin Connoli) 
created   IMl    s chlDtel ol    Adopt 
a-Platoon. He hadn't seen 
am thing going on around campus 
specifically geared toward the 
lioops and had heard from 
College Republicans that the] 
were interested in giving hack. 
Adopt ■•Platoon appealed 
to     ( onnollv      because      unlike 
other  charitable aimed  tervice 
organizations that locus 
on iifdividuals or one time 
contributions, participants in 
Adopt ,i Platoon sponsor an 
entire platoon ot I s troops, 
sending letters and .arc packages 
once .1 month. 
"With the lin of our club and 
the resources of our club 1 didn't 
think if was out of our reach," he 
ltd     It mi something we could 
do since the) do so much for us." 
While they aren't allowed lo 
reveal the specific location of 
the platoon, they can say it's in 
Iraq. The platoon sent a list of 
requested items as well, 
i«rUI0O*l,Hf>3 
College Kepu hi leans submitted 
its application around the second 
week oi Decerabet and received 
then delivery letter Jan. 7. 
"As soon as we got the platoon 
we were ready lo get out there and 
itee hack. ConnoU) raid 
WANT TO HELP? 
WHAT 10 DONAH fly twati*is. Ada fly pop*, .overt lepellciit «miie aihlelk 
Hxky block «grew bool vodiv uiotlti. all w» boHen«, DVDv nookv (uiient 
moqo/intn vtotjonoiy hand tonitiw and baby - >.. 
WHIR! 10 BRING DONATIONS The lommom. eveiy other Tuesday between 10 
am and 4 pin 01 Mondays ol / p in in loyloi 400 
BT»»T"r I -" ."■/! »*» 
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MISSION 
The Breeze, the student-run newspaper of.lames Mudison University, serves student 
and faculty readership by reporting news involving the rumpus and local community. 
The Breivc ttrhm to he Impartial anil lair iti Its reporting ami firmly helieves irr its I'irst 
Amendment rights. 
The Bree/.e Is published Monday and Thursday morninys and distributed through- 
out James Madison University and the local Harrisonhury community. Comments 
and complaints should be addressed to Maty Frances <'/ursti/. editor. 
CLASSIFIEDS 
How lo place a classified: 
— Go to wuvthihrcivrviy .mil click cm tin- daNnM link or come into the office weekday 
between H a m mid 5 p.m.. 
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Egg & Cheese 
English Muffin 
■/purchase of drink 
7am - 11am e«p 1/31/08 
Cinnamon Btu 
$1.00 off 
Winter Drink Specials 
# Mm ChocotKa Ripple 
•Cinnamon Dot Mocha Lam 
»" Snickers Utta 
* Coconut CanoVti Ch* 
t»tsy exp. 1/31/08 
■   ■■■■■■■■aa 
MLK Formal Program 
Monday, Jan. 21st 7:00 P.M. 
in Wilson Hall Auditorium 
Doors Open at 6:30 P.M. 
The formal program will honor the life of 
Dr Martin Luther King Jr. through 
a candle lighting ceremony, hlany. musical 
selections, and keynote speaker 
Julian Bond.   Current Choirmon of the 
NAACP. Mr. Bond has been on active 
participant in the movements for civil 
rights ond economic lustice since 1960 
i 2008 EnDerDainmenti 
n|oii  AUDITIONS! 
KINGS DOMINION IS SEEKING TRAINED. TALENTED. VERSATILE AND EXPERIENCED MUSICIANS. 
ACTORS. SINGERS, DANCERS. VARIETY ARTISTS CHARACTERS. THEATRE ATTENDANTS. TECHNICIANS. 
COSTUMERS. STAGE MANAGERS AND SUPERVISORS FOR OUR 2008 ENTERTAINMENT SEASON 
MI'liHuHhlWi 
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KINGS DOMINION • 
I N. 
IN.     M ER 
*NS COStUMCrtS 
PLEASE NOTE 
• AIIK i ig jpwopnate clottio and shoes lot movi-i 
- ''I'jfsed m order of arrival within ymii laler.1 category 
• '■> ' ''-rview 
• Atdfli JI\ are limited to two nM 
• the siiditior orocedurt may take a lone tnw • p«a» be (irecaiM u y,arl 
■1«H.'tMll^l4>! lll.l.'L    • 
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND DIRECTIONS    QI1J  QIC  CQ77 





A JMU student reported receiyingthrealeninn/haraising instant messages over the computer 
by an acquaintance on Jan. 11 at 4:41 a.m. 
Vandalism 
A JMU employee reported a vehicle covered in BJD] string Jan. 15. 
Threatening Note 
A JMU sin<r.nt reported .1 threatening note left OB i vehicle by an unknown person on Jan. 
8 between 3:00 p.m. and 4:30 p.m. 
Number of drunk in publics since Aug. 27: 60 
Number of drunk in publics at this time last year: 50 
Number of parking tickets since- Aug. 27:11.278 
Number of parking tickets at this time last year: 11,066 
CORRECTIONS 
In the Jan. 14 issue of 77ie Arena- the article "(let Duty* incorrectly stated that there are 1,031 
Mni.i-sand not 10*31, which is the correct number. 
In the Jan. 14 issue of Ihe Breeze the article "JMU unveils plans for stadium" incorrectly stated 
that the new plan will increase seating from 12,778 to 40. 000. The new plan will actually increase 
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I * in 1 n Park 
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Best Student Rates! FITNESS PLANS AS LOW AS $20.00 PER MONTH 
IpOm OUR FAMILY 
. r*t0*t 4mm 
-D-liy  WMWr. MomWf Corp 
■*tai *or Local*. Townifi m F*••>>>• 
-Top Notch ■•nottjl Tni*«n 
•Hugi ' intii Art) 
■C* «"*l HOO-T* . Tinnnif BMJI 
BootM * iprtj.Q- Tin 
C.'dto.mul.r fquiamant * C.fct. 
Str.-jth MicMn.i 
<-.e Wt(MO m Hinmtr Su-a*|tfi I 
Nil Wvtct Hatr •» o ■ 
L*ct»r Kootni A thewt'i * Powtr 
Wi,. M.II if, R«d 
1 ou 'i Toning 2«M t)0 fnat GTV 
Triming *t" Women) 
| THY BEFORE YOU BUY. | 
FREE WEEK 
THAI MEMSERSHIP 





US 2 CONVBCNT LOCATIONS 
S404T28-233S  S«U32407« 
"WNONTW   b,KWm^tCnmm 
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FJRETOP 
BAR & GRILL 
Wednesday & Friday Specials 
20% off Hookas for JMU students 
(Over 20 different flavors!) 
Join Us Every Week for 
Tuesdays:Poker Night 
Wednesdays : Great live music 
Fridays : Belly Dancers 
NO COVER CHARGE! 
CATERING AVAILABLE! 
Come Try Our SIGNATURE 
APPETIZERS, SALADS & WRAPS! 
Taste Our AUTHENTIC MIDDLE 
EASTERN SELECTIONS! 
Private Party Reservations for any function! 
20% OFF food for all 
JMU students 
(with proof of JMU ID) 
Open EVERYDAY! 
5pm - 2am 
Across From Rocktown 
1971 Evelyn Byrd Ave. 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
Editor: Ashley Hopkins 
Editor: Koleigh Maher 
breezenews@thebreeze.org 
(540) 548-8041 J/Vew 6 www.thebreeze.org Thursday, January 17, 2008   3 
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As candidates drop ouf of the election, 
students discuss their presidential options 
BY KELLY CONNIfF 
As presidential election coverage be- 
gins to saturate the news, students are 
becoming increasingly tuned in to the 
slowly shrinking list of major party can- 
didates. 
The political season kicked off with 
the Jan. 3 caucus in Iowa and the Jan. 
8 primary in New Hampshire. Results 
have been across the board and cur- 
rently there is no clear frontrunner in 
either party. 
Political junkies aside, students are 
treating the media coverage and the 
primary and caucus process with cau- 
tion as they work on forming their own 
opinions. 
"I haven't paid much attention to 
the primaries." junior Aaron Jeschke 
said. "Most of the coverage is just about 
numbers." 
Other students are eager to par- 
ticipate but are wary about the current 
choice of possible candidates. 
"I'm planning on participating in the 
Virginia primary," senior Nick Belcher 
said. "But overall, none (of the can- 
didates) make me feel great. Now I'm 
looking for the lesser of two evils." 
Other students have been utilizing 
tools such as the recent presidential 
debates while trying to make their deci- 
sion. 
"My opinion was formed early on," 
junior Colleen Mahoney said. "Although, 
recently I've been hearing about the de- 
bates." 
A common thread among people at 
JMU seems to be a lack of allegiance 
to the major parties for this particular 
election. 
"I think what's interesting is that 
this election makes me consider both 
parties," staff member Misty Newman 
said. "I've never been sold either way." 
Students that normally vote a cer- 
tain way are considering different op- 
tions for 2008. 
"I'm normally more of a Republi- 
can," Belcher said. "This election, the 
lines are getting blurred." 
Other students interviewed had a 
candidate in mind but didn't necessar- 
ily seem sold on casting their vote for 
them. 
"I'm independent and have a lot of 
different views." said freshman Stepha- 
nie Parker. "I'm from New York so I'm 
rooting for Giuliani even though it won't 
happen." 
Belcher originally looked to Giuliani 
as well but seems dismayed by some of 
his tactics. 
"Giuliani is definitely trying to ride 
on 9/11," Belcher said. "I want a person 
who responds well to a crisis but I don't 
want to always be in a time of crisis for 
the person to perform well." 
Some students confessed a lack of 
confidence when looking at the wide 
field of available candidates, which now 
includes 12 candidates. 
"I'm having trouble finding a candi- 
date I like," Jeschke said. "I definitely 
look at issues when I'm considering 
candidates. Fiscal and social issues are 
both important to me." 
Issues remained a recurrent theme 
as students reiterated topics that mean 
something to them. 
"Education is really important to 
me because my parents are teachers," 
Belcher said. "The war in Iraq has defi- 
nitely gone on too long but we can't just 
pull out, we need a solution." 
Despite his reliance on the issues, 
Belcher is confident that he will wait 
until after the nomination process is 
complete before he picks someone to 
support. 
"I'm not going to pick one now and 
then abandon them when they don't get 
the nomination," Belcher said. "I'm go- 
ing to keep a watchful eye on them, but 
there's no need to really back anyone 
right now." 
An increasing number of students 
are joining Belcher, ignoring the media 
hype and choosing a candidate later in 
the election. 
"This is the first time I'll be able to 
vote, especially in a presidential elec- 
tion," junior Colleen Mahoney said. "As 
it gets closer and they decide on the 
nominees, I'll do more research on the 
candidates and their issues and choose 
the one for me." 
This article is the second in a four- 
part series that will examine how mem- 
bers of the JMU community feel about 
the issues raised in the upcoming presi- 
dential election. Check back in the mid- 
dle of February for the next installment. 
SGA Initiatives 
The semester has just started, but the Student Government Association 
is in full gear. Their goals for the spring semester include: 
>> 1) Ititll Dispersion Students 
will pair up with dining services to 
prepare food in D-hall. They will 
then distribute the food through- 
out the community. 
>>  Meal Choices:    The SGA 
is planning to work with dining 
services to expand meal choices 
for students. They hope to offer 
a wider variety of dining options 
for vegetarians and people with 
specific dietary needs. 
>> Parking: JMU President l.in 
wood Rose is set to attend next 
Tuesday's SGA meeting, where 
the Senate will discuss the issue of 
commuter and facult) parking. The 
group plans to focus on parking 
near Chesapeake and Potomac. 
>> Construction: Construction 
around campus has forced students 
to park in the arboretum, dodge 
cars while crossing University Bou- 
levard, and arrive to classes late. 
Throughout the semester the SGA 
hopes to remedy this problem. 
Summer tuition to 
increase this year 
BY KAEIGH MAHER 
The Board of Visitors approved summer tuition in- 
creases for 2008 last week. 
This summer in-state undergraduate students will 
be paying $28 more per credit hour while out of state 
students will pay $83 more per credit hour. Graduate 
students will be paying $38 more per credit hour (in- 
state) and $110 more per credit hour (out-of-state). 
An additional $2 per credit hour fee was added for 
all students as a student services fee. The cost of room 
and board has not changed. 
Jim Hartman, chairman of the finance and physical 
development committee, said this increase will place 
JMU right in the middle, with the seventh highest In- 
ition out of 15 other Virginia schools for both in and out 
of state students. 
The Board did not discuss changing tuition for the 
academic year. 
The Board of Visitors also approved two budget 
amendments. 
SEASON'S FIRST SNOW 
Slight tnxK of luesdoy s snow remained on<ampus <n lale m 
Wednesday evening. With lempeitrtutes dropping below freezing, 
the possiMiry for more snow or ice exists«tarfy ts teeVy 
PLATOON: College Republicans work to send practical items to troops fighting abroad 
MHl hah* 
Secund vice chair of College Republicans 
sophomore Juliana Comer said that some of 
the items they're focusing on for this box are 
socks, fly swatters and insect repellent. 
"It's insect season there, so we're trying to 
send them really practical things," Leonhardt 
said. 
Senior Mike Sargent said it doesn't take 
much to make a difference. 
"Skip your daily Starbucks twodays in a row 
and buy half a dozen socks for someone who 
maybe goes through a pair a day," he said. 
Connolly believes supporting the troops is 
a bipartisan issue. 
"The basic idea is that we want to give back 
to the troops," he said. "They're doing so much 
for us overseas, it's the least we can do to try 
and get some supplies over to them." 
Leonhardt and Sargent said they saw a lot 
of support. 
"I think it's cool to get the campus involved 
because we're not promoting the club, we're 
promoting a cause," Leonhardt said. 
"I'm a Republican, but it's not a Republican 
or Democrat thing," Sargent added. "There are 
people who need socks whether or not they're 
a Democrat or a Republican." 
Comer said they'll be sending the packages 
directly to the platoon, so shipping could be 
expensive. They're going to try to include 15 of 
the same items in each package. 
"So they don't have to fight over stuff." 
Comer said. 
Connolly said that at the end of their first 
day they collected S137. 
"We're very happy with the results and wc 
really want to continue on," he said. 
College Republicans will be on the 
commons every other Tuesday between 10 
a.m. and 4 p.m. to collect money or items. 
They will also be collecting items or money 
during their meetings Mondays at 7:30 p.m. 
in Taylor 400. 
: JMU places 14 in 2006 
00 Peace Corps ratines 
£J JMU pined 14 in the 7006 
~ Ptoo Carpi top 7S 1st for lorgt 
—, colleges and universities  This r> 
-^ the second consecutive ytot Jomes 
O Modrsen bos held dm position, witti 
^ S3 —deigtoduo* alumni serving 
a in the Peace Corps. 
* total of 34/ JMU olumm 
Son nlunteered for die Peoce 
£ Corps since 1961  JMU k ranked 
2 127 in the third annual graduate 
•^ school rankings 
Presentation on 
Pakistan Friday 
When: Friday Jon 18, Noon 
Whore: loom 309, Taylor Hall 
What Professor Victor Bulmar 
Hiomos, director of the loyal 
Institute of International 
Affairs at (hontham House, 
■ill speak on "How Unstable 
is Pakistan ' He will discuss 
the political events in Pakistan 
ond the effects of the current 
situation for the US ond the 
International community 
SGA sponsors student 
T-shirt design contest 
Deadline:  Thursday  Jon   31, 
Sp.m. 
Whore: SGA office Taylor 203 
What: SGA and the JMU 
Bookstore are sponsoring 0 
T-shirt design contest. Any stu- 
dent may submit a hond drown 
01 computer designed T-shirt to 
the Bookstore The winner will 
receive 0 $200 gift certificate 
to the Bookstore, where their 
1 shirt will be sold 
t-O 
Kalne proposes $59 
million medical school 
Virginia Governor Tim 
Koine has announced 0 band 
proposal with a SS9 million 
meditol school and research 
institute plonned by VT and 
the Conlion Clinic, according 
to the (ollegiott limn. 
If the Virginia General 
Assembly approves the bud 
get construction on Ihe school 






Two ontienl Greek sculp- 
tures donoted to UVA in 2002 
ond currently on display ot 
the University of Virginio Art 
Museum will be tetutned to 
Sicily in February. 
The ortifocls were ille- 
gally excavated, ond their 
pending return to Sicily has 
sparked controversy among 
students and faculty, accord 
ing to the (ircliir Diily 
CD 
to 
UnrversHy ranks In 2008 
Peace Corps rankings 
UMW was named lo the 
Peace Carps 2008 list of "Top 
Producing Colleges ond Uni- 
versities." 
Since 1961 173 UMW 
alumni have volunteered with 
the Peace Carps, 21 of whom 
ore currently volunteering 
with the group 
lost year UMW was ranked 
fifth among small <■ 'eget 
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MEXICO: Medical work in Mexico motivates pre-med Madison students 
MEXICO, from front 
"At school. vou don't Ret patient 
interaction in your classes." she said. "It 
was a nice break to actually help jieople. It 
also gives you nwtivation to do well in your 
cl.is.se--" 
The group estimated they saw between 
25 to 40 patients at each clinic. Their ages 
varied from a seven -month-old baby to a 
97-year-old woman. 
"I loved seeing how happy everyone 
was when we Itelped them." junior Hilary 
Jacobson, a pre-PA biotechnolog> uumr 
said, lite lads came to get toothlinishes 
and toothpaste and \itamins. and you 
would haw thought those were the biggest 
things on their Cnristmas lists hecanse the\ 
weresoexcii*".! 
i'. i\. iBo said si** also enjoyed helping out 
"All the lads were really cute," she said. 
"We gave tliem vitamins, and even though 
it says to take one a day for fifteen days, 
they kept popping them in their mouths 
like candy, so we tried to explain to them 
not to." 
()ne of the Nggest challenges the group 
faced wa~ ihr eonununication barrier. Only 
onepartkijunt WMtluent inSpuusli. while 
the rest either knew small amounts or none 
at all. Since Meiukrza is proficient in both 
Knglish and Spanish, the students were able 
to k'am simple phrases, especially medical 
terms. 
"I learned that communication is 
the biggest, (mostl important, aspect of 
medicine, not necessaril> the treatment," 
Carron said. "I always tried to make my 
patients laugh. I feel that if they Kke you, 
they'll be patient and sit calmly even if they 
don't understand." 
Senior Kunal PateJ. a pre-med chcrnistry 
major, was able to learn medical phrases in 
Spanish because they were repeated over 
and over. He said that fortunately, the 
patients understood their difficulties with 
the language. 
"I liked interacting with .ill the people," 
Pate! said. 'ITtey were so nice. I didn't 
actually know wiut to expect before I got 
there. I also wanted to learn more about 
them, but because of tl*- language barrier, 
I could only really ask superficial questions. 
I ii<kil\ none wen1 really frustrated with us." 
(avallo attributes this sense of patience 
tothediffermt culture. Coming fn>m outside 
New York City, she said that being in such a 
remote area was a big culture shock for her. 
"One girl was 17 and had a miscarriage', 
but she was only concerned altout how soon 
she could get pregnant again," she said. "It's 
just a different world fare. This makes 
you more grateful for what you have arid 
changes you, especially coming l>ack here to 
JMU where so many of iis.iivturlun;it< 
Before the trips organizational 
meetings, none of the JMU students knew 
each other. However, thev quickly formed a 
close-knit team. Besides working together 
at the clinics, they spent time tcigether 
playing card games at the small hotel in tin 
evenings. They also spent a day swimming 
in a lagoon. Another cultural cxrierienee 
they shared was eating authentic Mexican 
food, tlHiugh Carron said they quickly bred 
of the distinct com tortillas. 
"We had an awesome group," CavaDo 
Mid 'JMU student*, are so outgoing 
ami are willing to make change. We're 
actually motivated ami here for all the right 
reMOM" 
"JM U has a special dynaniic," Jacobson 
added. "Other groups are a little more 
reserved, ami some already had cliques." 
Both Cavallo ami Jacobson plan to 
partici|xHe in other medical service trips 
hecaiLse.tifthisexpt'riemv 
To lielp someone, it's unreal," CavaUo 
said. "It's a n«h to help someone in a place 
with poverty that otherwise wouldn't get 
tins help. 
MAJOR: Students excited about new dosses Mass. streaking students exposed 
MAJOR, from front 
is small and open to a 
limited number of students, 
all applicants must also 
talk to Hendrickson before 
becoming involved. 
Sophomore Andrykl 
Villhauer started taking 
classes for the major this fall 
and is \er\ excited so far. 
"The thing that reallv 
peaked m\ interest is that 
I've always loved to think 
through    stuff,"    he    nid 
u 
...[they] are some 
of the only classes 
I've token that teach 





t lisses) are some of the only 
classes I've taken that teach 
me how to think." 
Like the students, 
Hendrickson is excited about 
the major and the benefit it 
could have on their careen 
He said, "I have faith in 
the JMU students that they 
also will perform well and, 
at the end of the day, that 
will'be the most compelling 
argument of all." 
The one & only 
Anthony's Campus Pizza 
Pit knp Spec t.ils 
(540)432-0200 
1762 South Main Street 
minimum deliver) $8.50 
Pick-up Specials 
' X-Large Cheese Pizza $6.99 i 
| X-Large 1 lopping Pizza $7.99 ' 
, X-Large 2 lopping Pizza $8.99 [ 
BYOKSfTVWCOJAKi 
UkMf 
MEOFORO, Mats. Students 
who shed their dotltes to run in the 
annual Naked Quad Run (NQR) 
last month got more exposure tlian 
they had anticipated 
The SomerviDe Journal news- 
paper posted an online video of the 
event, which is officially recognized 
as the Nighttime Quad Reception, 
and took place on Dec. 10. Students 
reacted, expressing their dismay in 
comments LHI the Journal's Web 
site and in a group on the social 
networking site fVice6oufc.com. One 
student wrote a letter to the editor < rf 
the Journal. 
The Journal posted the video on 
its Web site, along with three pho- 
tographs and a full-length article. 
Ihe paper also put the video on 
Y<>uTiibe.com. 
Kathleen Powers, the Journal's 
senior editor, said that the paper 
decided to post the video, which 
includes almost exclusively Ixicksidc 
nudity, primarily because it aUowed 
readers to comprehend the "large 
scale" of NQR. 
"A lot of people knew about the 
naked run but had no idea how large 
the run was," she told the Dairy. 
Powers said that a print article 
without photos and a video could 
not convey the scale of the event 
well enough. 
"We and the M edford Transcript 
have done articles like that in DO 
past and folks did not understand 
the scale of the event." she said. 
But many people feh the video 
was inappropriate, and some ques- 
tioned the newspu|*Ts integrity. 
Many ported comments condemn- 
ing the Journal's actions on the 
article's Web snY, and hundreds of 
Tufts students joined "NQR 2007: 
a Tufts Traditkin. NOT a Media 
Sensation," a Fucet)ook group pro- 
testing the coverage. 
Evcryycar, theTuftsOrtnmumty 
Union Senate writes an e-mail to 
the student body befoiv the event 
asking that students not bring cam- 
eras. But the e-mail is not sent to 
residents of Medford or Sumerville. 
many of whom come to watch tin 
event every year. 
ITiese kica! viewers often take 
photographs and videos. Hie 
Journal's eover.ige merited the first 
time a professioruil imblieation had 
released pbotrtgraphs or video foot- 
age of the run. 
Although doing this may be 
discouraged, it is not illegal. Tufts 
S|*»ki-.|*TNoii UBH K<*i<ir\piain.ii 
"It's on a public street and the 
participants knew that going in," 
he slid. 
Beyond that, it is not the mm < ■ 
sity^i responsibilitytodetennim ■ t IK- 
morality of the issue, Rcid said. Rcid 
emiihasized that Tufts lias taken 
no stance regarding the Journals 
actions. 
Powers, the editor, said that she 
believes it was ethically right to post 
the video. 
"We needed to pmnt ixit tliat 
there were four incidents that our 
taxpayer-funded public safety offi- 
cials responded to that appeared 
to IK.' linked to the event," she said. 
These incidents included the hospi- 
talizations of two female students. 
one male's (all hum the nx»f ot 
Sigma Nu's fraternity house, and 
tlie pulling of a false fire alarm, all ot 
which involved students who were 
particijviting in NQR. 
Sin also mentioned NQR's 
value simply as a local news item. 
"It's news when you have doz- 
ens and dozens of people running 
around naked," she said. "A whole 
bunch of iuk.il Tufts students are a 
lirwsstnrv 
But some believe that the 
Journal was simply using the video 
to get attention 
This is the worst kind of sensa- 
tionalism and a microcosm of what's 
wrong with the news industry us a 
whok\" one reader conunented on 
the mules Web page. 
Regarding the issue of nudity 
from a moral standpoint. Powers 
said the .Journal paper used the 
"SYPOPIT/." nife, taken from the 
television show NYPI) Bhie," where 
the only nudity allowed is shots of 
people's backsides. 
T ne video only shows butts to 
the best of our knowledge," she said, 
adding that they weren't trying to 
show any frontal nudity or single 
i Hit individual runners. But in fact, a 
small amount < if frontal nudity does 
00CU in the video. 
Sophomore Jennifer 
Bolk'iibacher. who wrote a letter 
to the editor of the Journal, did 
nut agree with tix' newspaper's use 
of the "SYPOPiT//' standard. T 
encourage you to reexamine your 
journalistic integrity and the enfci 
that you follow at the Somerville 
Journal.'" she wrote. "Please remove 
the video from YouTube...." 
W 
RELAX IN THE LUXURY OF 
HARRISONBURG'S NEWEST LUXURY OFF CAMPUS HOUSING 
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HARRISONBURG'S MOST LUXURIOUS OFF CAMPUS HOUSING IS COMING! 
A BEDROOMS ■ 4.5 BATHROOMS • 2 LAUNDRY ROOMS 
LARGE LIVING AREAS • POOL • EXERCISI FACILITIES'- GAME ROOM 
WALKING DISTANCE TO ISA1 
715 Port Republic Road. Harrisonburg, VA 22801 • info@rbrfunkhouser.coin 
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(540) 568 3846 
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SLOW TRAFFIC AHEAD 
Construction surrounding campus makes for a cumbersome commute 
46 
Either I was misinformed about what time the bus arrives at 
Stone Gate on Tuesday mornings, or the bus was just plain late— 
an unfavorable habit it has had since the first day of classes this 
semeata Kit bet way, Route o » as a no-show after I trekked to the 
bus stop. AfVr waiting a total of three minutes (I lack patience 
and a substantial attention span to boot). I made my way lurk to 
m> third-door apartment to beg my roommate for a ride. After she 
kuudginglv agreed, we made our way to Port Republic Road. 
Even before reaching Devon Lane, we realized a parade of cars 
was accumulating, a discouraging indication of what the rest of 
Port Republic Road would be like. My roommate dropped me at 
the mouth of Aihby apartment complex so she could get to work 
on time, forcing me to walk the rest of the way to my class—which 
happens to be on the Quad. Even 
though 1 was hastily walking along- 
side a stagnant flow of traffic, I 
knew I was still going to he 15 min- 
utes lute. As I passed Zane-Shnwker 
Hall, the lovely snow started to fall, 
and I was quickly engulfed in a rag- 
ing white sea of flurries. 
My warmest garment being a 
thin /ip-up hoodie, 1 was freez- 
ing and soaked from head to toe in 
melted snow. If only Route 9 could 
have been on time. If only traffic 
wasn't so dreadful on Port Republic 
Road. If only it wasn't about to get worse as the months continue. 
Developments around Port Republic Road, paired with the 
construction around and on JMU's campus makes navigating 
around Harrisonburg increasingly hectic. Port Republic Road 
seems to get most congested on weekday mornings, particularly 
starting around 9 a.m. on Tuesday and Thursdays. 
According to Monday's issue of The Breeze, a high-rise apart- 
ment building called 865 East will spring up off Port Republic 
Road in the near future. Since the complex's 96 apartments will 
house three or four residents each there could be as many as 300 
or so residents, sll of whom need to get to campus. Knowing that 
carpooling to campus isn't a widespread practice, that could po- 
tentially be 300-odd new cars traveling on Port Republic Road at 
any given time during the week-and this doesn't even include the 
If only traffic wasn't so dreadful on 
Port Republic Road. If only it wasn't about 
to get worse as the months continue. 
— 
volume of traffic the shops included in the complex will produce. 
The article (|i ior of marketing. Jaime Por- 
saving the apartment building will be tin lirst ol its kind in 
Harrisonburg: ■higher-end, nicer-style housing." I sincerely hope 
not. This city doesn't need duplicates ol this nigh-rise popping up 
all over the place. Higher-end equals higher rent, and since Porter 
expects to "outdo tin mmptltitttn,* other apartment complexes 
inding JMU will have to up the ante ol rent, something that 
slowly hut steadily climbs each >ear ahead). Porter also said there 
is nowhere to go but up because the city is running out of land 
Why build such a mega-monstrosity in the first place, especially 
on the corner of two roads thai are already heav ih congested? I 
highlight the construction of this high rise apartment building 
because it's going to be an added 
symptom of Port Republic Road's 
already aggravating gridlock. 
In recent months, JMU has 
caught flak from Harrisonburg for 
taking over the citj by adding more 
traffic to the road, in addition to 
sprawling the school's domain. Why, 
then, would the city re/one the cor- 
ner ot Devon Line and Port Republic 
Road to accommodate more college 
Students and extend off-campus 
housing opportunities, (or the sake 
of JMU's expanding enrollment? 
I've heard countless complaints this semester about the woes 
of {Minuting toe.-... Hi... of the bus routes that cir- 
culate around Harrisonburg. To reduce congestion. I suggest that 
commuters consider abandoning their cars and instead take full 
advantage of the buses. This would reduce traffic surrounding 
campus, which would in turn make the buses run more closely to 
their schedules. The improved efficiency of the bus routes would 
encourage commuters to stop clogging the roads with their cars, 
which saves gas-not only gas from the fuel pumps but harmful 
gasses that are emitted from our vehicles This would help u« all 
breathe a little better, knowing we don't have to inhale awful car 
or bus exhaust as much, and knowing we are reducing the traffic 
congestion around JMU. 
Anna Young is a sophomore SMAD and sociology major. 
V) 
»MU DOOM, Old ^ 
A"when-did-you-become-thc-man-behind- 
the-curtain'r" dart to the College of llusinesss 
academic seni. es center. 
From a frustrated business student who 
can see that despite the college's celebrated 
reputation, it still cannot take care of its 
students. 
A "you-say-you-want-a-revolution" pat to all 
the loyal Ron Paul supporters who took the time 
to write his name and some political messages 
all over campus. 
From a fellow Ron Paul supporter who 
appreciates you trying to educate the student 
body and hopefully win him some support. 
A "thanks.-but no-thanks" dart to the Ron 
Paul supporters who decided to chalk about half 
the campus with his campaign ideas. 
From someone who appreciates the thought 
of political activism, but thinks Paul's single- 
digit primary results just aren't going to pull 
him through. 
A "Duke-Dog-is-my-hero" pat to the world's 
greatest mascot and the love of my life who 
made Saturday's basketball game the highlight 
of my college experience. 
From your absolute biggest fan who wants 
you to escort her down the aisle when she gets 
married. 
A "thanks-for-listening" dart to HDPT for 
reducing rather than increasing service to Me- 
morial Hall this semester. 
From a sophomore who has no other way 
to campus and was foolish enough to think 
you would read and respond to last semester's 
online survey. 
A "can-I-have-some-bagel-with-my-c ream- 
cheese?" dart to the employees at Einstein Bros, 
for putting a mountain of cream cheese on my 
bagel when I asked for only a little 
From a perturbed junior who thinks it's not 
that hard to grant a small ntoutlf. 
A "what-time-do-you-have?" dart to the Mr. 
Chips management who closed the store several 
minutes early despite the hungry students 
standing outside. 
From two sophomores who are regretting 
their decision to live on campus. 
A"but-we-necd-more-studcnl-spots!" 
dart to the Board of Visitors for expanding the 
always-empty alumni seating, but leaving the 
overcrowded student section so small. 
F>om a sophomore who would like to be 
able to use her free bang sticks without hitting 
the person next to her. 
A "bring-back-the-Electric Zoo" pat to the 
men's basketball team, who is currently riding a 
6-0 winning streak. 
From a grad student who hopes you whoop 
George Mason s buff and hopes all JMU 




to whoever decided 





From a junior 
who isn't look- 
ing foruxird to 
an hour-long 




such-a-tease?" dart to 
Mother Nature for the 
pitiful amount of snow that 
has fallen this winter. 
From a senior who just wants one last 
chance to do some sledding down the ISAThill. 
A "what-comes-around-comes-around" dart 
to the angry student who ran over the parking 
attendant at Festival and sent him flying into 
the bushes. 
from a senior who thinks you should invest 
in some anger management classes and hopes 
jail time is worth the $75 ticket you didn't want 
to pay. 
A "thanks-for-the-drive-by" dart to the 
students who sprayed me with a face full of silly 
string from their car while I was walking on 
campus. 
From a junior who hopes you had just as 
much fun cleaning the full cup of smoothie off 
your back window as you did terrorizing the 
streets of JMU. 
A "YOU-GUYS-ROCK!' pat to all the JMU 
students who volunteer as Big Brothers and Big 
Sisters because you're making a difference in the 
lives of children. 
From a staff member of Big Bmthers, Big 
Sisters who is especially appreciative because 
January is National Mentonnu Month and we 
are thankful for you. 
Submit Darts*; Pats to 
breezedpto hotmail.com. 
Darts & Pats are submit- 
ted anonymously and are 
printed on a space-avail- 
able basis. Submissions are 
based upon one person's 
opinion of a given situation, 
person or event, and do not 
necessarily reflect the truth. 
'judges M.C«MU**»*H"H.e*»A 
Editorial Policies) 
Responses to all opinions 
published in The Breeze are 
welcomed and encouraged. 
Letters should be no longer 
than 250 words, must include 
a name, academic year, major 
and phone number for verifi- 
cation and can be e-mailed to 
breezeopinionlp gmail.com or 
mailed to MSC 6805 Gl, 
Anthony-Seeger Hall, 
Harrisonburg, V'A 22807. TTie 
Breeze reserves the right to edit 
all submissions for length and 
grammatical style. 
I .In... i..l Board: 
Mar> f-raniesC/arxtycdiuninchief 
Evan Dyyin. managing cditi* 
Anna Yiung.opinion ediliw 
Ihrupmi/fh in llu\ MCAOH do not 
>m cwiinh nfln I the ofvniim of the 
newspaper, dm staff or 
7(i/iw\ \litdium I'muivh 
6  Thursdoy, Jonuoty 17, 2008  www.thebiwe.org   The Breeze 
JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY 
Vintage 14K While Gold Diamond Ring 
Round Brilliant Cut 0.710s F-Color VSl-Clarity 
This Week $2400 
'All of our diamonds are graded by an on staff OIA Diamond Graduate 
Visilusat 75S Court Square Harrisonburg or wuwmcbonejetcelry com 
NEED SOME CASH? 
JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY 
IS BUYING GOLD CLASS RINGS, T&CO 
JEWELRY, DAVID YURMAN JEWELRY 
HAVE BROKEN OR ANY UNWANTED 
GOLD JEWELRY? WE BUY THAT TOO! 




Everyone deserves a good meal. 
Free drink with J ACard purchase 
JUST MINUTES AWAY FROM CAMPUS 
CALL 564-0477 
PROUD SPONSOR OF DUKES ATHLETICS 
SPRING 2008 
Study Abroad EXPO 
See the world! 
Come and learn about the many 
semester and summer study abroad 
and international opportunities 
available at |MU! 
Thursday, January 17th 
11:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. 
Transitions 
Everyone is welcome! 
James Madison University; Office of International Programs 
MIXIN' IT UP 
nWDYVM/wMrplMinphf 
jMMf compute! «i«n<e mtjof Tommv Moomou, bit, ond senior sports monogement mojor I It Mondell, right, mil H» 
mow Wednesday ohemoon dining their loud rode show on WKJM, 'Lootung o Clown in the Eyes." WXJM il the student-fun 
radio station that ion b< found nt M 7 fM Triroughmit the week. OJs take toras in Iwohoui timrshri. 
Looking for a summer job experience? 
^ A ^ 
Fnrn "P t<> $5,700 working .is ,i Conference Assistant! 
^     * ioin the JM13 summer ^ Come )Oin mej  
conferencing team.      ^ 
* WANTED: ^ 
-Exhibit multi-tasking and time- 
management skills 
-Show strong public relation skills 
-Work in a fast-paced office environment 
-Perform physical labor tasks 
-Available to work May 5th-Aug. 3rd 
APPLY  NOW!   Applications arc available 
in tin-1 >fftoa of F.vents & Conferences, raylor 233. 
Must be returned by 5pm Friday February 15th. 2QDS! 
For nuir.- Information, conta< t loyce Benti .it bentzjte)mu.edu 
Crossing 
Still looking for housing?? 
DON'T BE LEFT OUT IN THE COLD! 
Check out Ashby Crossing! 
>*c 
Spaces are going fast so hurry in and reserve your 
apartment for the 2008-2009 school year. 
Featuring: Tanning Bed, Computer Center, 
Fitness Center and much MORE!!! 
1191 Devon Lane 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
540-432-1001 
www.ashbycrossing.com 
Editor: Kelly Fisher 
Assistant Editor: Megan Williams 
bieezearts@gmail.com nterta&nmmt www.lhebreeze.org Thursday, January 17, 2008 
itm h> *MW Siww/>k« «t*. 
illillfl'iiP 
fairytale 
Senior Carolyn Stewart uses 'Beauty and the Beast' to explore female roles in new exhibit 
BY COLLEEN CALLERY 
contributing writer 
At first glance, the works of art in room 2104 of The 
Gallery at Festival seem scarce. Bright track lights shine 
onto suspended panels, and glass cases house ancient 
relics throughout the room. However, soon after pass- 
ing the first corner between the Egyptian bronze statue 
"Isis and Horus" and the gelatin print of "Los Tentacio- 
nes en Casa de Antonio," it becomes clear that much 
more lies within these pieces. 
Senior   Carolyn   Stewart's   exhibit, £ /  
"Beauty and the Beast: Revealing Sexual 
Agency and the Female Body," is divid- 
ed into three sections exploring specific 
views, interpretations and representa- 
tions of the nude female body through- 
out a multitude of cultures. 
"In high school I took an A.P. art class 
and spent my spring break in Italy," 
Stewart said. "It was then that I realized 
I wanted to work in those settings and be 
able to have hands-on experience with 
some of the most remarkable objects 
made by man." 
Viewers are first met with pieces exploring the paral- 
lel of humanity and divinity in "Between God and Man." 
Divine motherhood connects the engraved copper plate 
of "Mary and Jesus," Marc Chagall's lithograph of "An- 
tilopa Passengers" and the bronze ancient Egyptian 
statue of "Isis and Horus." These were chosen to show 
the glory and power females have in connecting with 
God, sharing human experience and expending mater- 
nal love that perpetuates society. 
"In the contemporary college setting, I think we're 
constantly bombarded with marketing which uses the 
body and sex to advertise objects which are completely 
unrelated," Stewart said. "So I became interested in 
how past cultures used the female body in visual media, 
and to what ends." 
In the title, Stewart uses the term "sexual agency" to 
refer to one's personal control of their body and sexu- 
ality, and in the context of nude artwork, as how the 
woman is portrayed. 
"More often than not the female body is used to re- 
Hod the erotic desires of the patron and artists, and is 
rarely about the sexuality of the woman herself," Stew- 
art said. 
The section called "The Constructed Body" does 
a wonderful job of contrasting themes of exposure 
and concealment of the subjects, both physically 
and emotionally, through renditions 
    of females consciously formulated by 
the artist. The print from Spanish art- 
ist Manuel Alvarez "Bravo" touches on 
a few surreal elements, with a naked 
woman partially covered by a white 
sheet hanging from a clothesline. The 
contrast of black and white tones re- 
flect the paradox found in the "irony of 
modesty," which can be found paral- 
leled in classic paintings such as "The 
Birth of Venus." 
The most intriguing section, entitled 
"Wild Thing," explores cultures that view 
women's sexuality as dangerous if not 
regulated. A Japanese woodblock print from the turn 
of the century called "Yamamba" shows a woman un- 
kempt, and portrayed in untraditional Japanese cul- 
ture. This woman defies social norms and is shown 
having several animalistic characteristics that are both 
threatening and pitiful. An ancient Greek terracotta 
vase "Nuptial Oinochoe" and an engraved print from 
a Vatican fresco entitled the "Presentation of Eve" also 
warn of the evils of women's sexuality and promote the 
purity and chastity values held in high regard in those 
cultures. 
This is the first time The Gallery at Festival has had 
a student curate an exhibit since its opening in March 
2007. It clearly shows that Stewart's passion exceeds 
academic success and has translated to a very worth- 
while exhibition. 
More often than not 
the female body is 
used to reflect erotic 
desires... and is rarely 
about the sexuality of 
the woman herself. 
- CAROLYN STEWART 
inhibit (uralot 
77 
JMU to get a 
'sweet' taste 
tomorrow night 
'Sweet Honey in the Rock' brings 
soul music to Wilson Hall Friday 
8YIRINFEARING 
(onttibgling writer 
Forget all of the Top 40 songs playing on re- 
peat on your iPod and listen to something new 
things weekend. 
The Grammy Award-winning black female 
a capclla group "Sweet Honey in the Rock* "ill 
perform at JMU tomorrow 
night. 
The internationally re- 
nowned septet, founded by 
Bemice Johnson Reagon 
in 1973, creates music that 
speaksout against oppn'sMnn 
and exploitation and makes a 
powerful call for justice. 
The   inspirational   lyr- 
ics and rhythms of "Sweet 
Honey in the Rock" are deeply rooted in black 
tradition and culture. Influenced by .111 in i\ ol 
genres, this group offers a wide variet) for any 
music lover. 
From reggae to jazz, the audience will bear 
it all. The show begins at 7:30 in Wilson Hall 
Auditorium. 
For more ticket prices for this performance, 
as well as for all of the Masterpiece Season per- 
formances, go to cvpa.jmu.edu/maslerpieee/ 
prices.htm. 
Sweet Honey 
in the Rock 
Friday     
$20 *' JAC 
-:30 p m. 
Wilson Hall 
Video games in 
for a good year 
After 0 banner year in 2007; 
industry has high hopes for 2008 
IY RHIAN HIBNER 
OdyLobi 
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. — The video game 
industry had quite a year in 2007. 
The Wii continued to shatter sales records 
— and a lot of expectations. PlayStation 3 con- 
tinued to sell poorly — surprising no one. "Halo 
3" was released, and it was the biggest opening 
weekend of all time. "World of Ware raft" got 
an expansion and increased its subscriber base 
into the nine-million range. "Portal" came out 
of left field and created a whole new way of play- 
ing a first-person shooter. 
The average gamer would say that 2007 was 
the year the gaming finally broke into the main- 
stream. The success of "Halo 3" lends a bit of 
credence to that theory. So far. it is still the top 
grossing video game of all time. In its opening 
weekend, it brought in $170 million - making 
it the best opening weekend in entertainment 
history. 
That's real money, even by Hollywood st.ui- 
dards. If this trend continues, the pendulum 
may shift entirely, and the video game industry 
will outperform Hollywood. 
However, change is in the air. which is good 
and bad news for the game-pla\ ing public, With 
the budgets increasing, the quality of games 
will increase in general. The length of a game 
will suffer. The day of 40-hour epic games has 
nearly run its course. 
Likewise, smaller studios will sutler hither 
they will be forced to allow themselves to be 
bought up, or they can go into the self-imposed 
exile of flash-based puzzle games. Worst case 
scenario: They simply disappear, all of their de- 
velopers spread out amongst the big three game 
developers. 
On the subject of game developers, what 
once was a field full of smaller develop- 
ment houses has been pared down to three 
with merger of Activision Inc. and Vivendi 
Games. The new Activision Blizzard — so 
named after Blizzard Entertainment, easily 
the most recognizable of Vivendi's many de- 
velopment houses — has joined Electronic 
Arts and Ubisoft in a new triumvirate of 
game publishing. 
The field shrunk even further with EA's ac- 
quisition oK anadiandev eloper BioWare. While 
the console manufacturers still have a big stake 
in the software-development side of things, this 
shrinking of the field of competition could have 
a big effect on how even Microsoft and Sony do 
business. Nintendo is a bit more insulated from 
this, as much of their success is based on in- 
house game development. 
Despite this, 2008 could be as big a year for 
gaming as 2007- The first real competition for 
"World of Warcraft" should come out this year, 
when EA's "Warhammer Online" finally hits the 
street. Blizzard plans to counter by releasing t bd r 
second expansion, "Wrath of the Lich King" 
"Soul Calibur 4" is coming out this war. 
with cameo appearances by Darth Vader and 
Yoda, not to mention online pla> I.ticasArts will 
be releasing "Star Wars: The Force Unleashed." 
where gamers will get to fill the shoes of Darth 
Vader's apprentice 
Finally, the lml\ grail of role-pla\ing games 
should hit the shelves sometime this year, when 
the long-anticipated "Fallout 3" is released 
It should he a good year. 
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are you & great editor? 
Apply to be the next Editor in Chief 
of JMU's yearbook, The Bluestone! 
Pick up an application outside The Bluestone 
Office (Roop G6I, or request one via email from 
jmu.bluestoneogmail.com. 




Questions? Contact Stephanie I lardmon  Editor in Chief 
15401 568-6541 • imubluestoneagmail com 
Caribbean Tan 
Thanks for voting us BEST tanning 
^fa     salon in The 'Burg!!    n%f. 
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Buy 2 get 1 
FREE! 




Buy 10 for 
$30 
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Specializing In 
^ <%nt<*n*s*, ^H€cf%Hdtn SL /It an?** fin (ZuiSlH* 
LUNCH & DINNER BUFFET EVERYDAY! 
I-WI^-I 
WXJM 88 71'. 
ALL DAY MUSIC 
AND ART FAIR 
'. 
j W/0rders Over 515.00.   FRKEgg Rolls* 
I W/OrderOver '25.00 EBEECombination Fried Rice* 11 
J W/OrderOver '35.00 £H££General Tso Chicken- 
I 
I L. 
OrOtfi 0«>ij • '. .or, orders • 




H<>ur   Sun.-I'hurc. II a.m.-1U p.m. 
I* n  A Sat. 11 a.m.-11 p.m. 
1-'HI.| M I     M-rkrl  s(      Hr    ' | 
NtH    I   •  Ki-.t'. i     ll.ii ■ i...iii,ni ,■ 
Delivery Call 
Dinner To Go - 438-yvv.i 
- cM£L\ 1 
VALKYRIES! 
ANKOU. THE ANT HILL. LINDA DRAPER. JUNIORS. 
AISO MATURING 1S+ARIVfNII0RS FROM All p   UP) DEI 
AROUND IHf I ASICOASli &  IVIUIXL! 
SATURDAY JANUARY 19. FESTIVAL BALLROOM. 
N03N UNTIL MIDNIGHT     FREE UNTIl 5PM 6S OR 5S WITH CANNED FOOD 
THE PROCEEDS WILL GO TO BENEFIT THE MACRQCK CONFERENCE 
ROCKTOWN GRILL is NOT Closing! 
Don't Believe the rumors, do be aware that the night spots in Harrisonburg are under attack. 
Please support all of the Burg's venues by ordering food everytime you go out! 
If you don't, the Big Four will dissappear one by one! 
Besides our new menu, here's what Rocktown offers: 
Mon- All you can eat Mexican Night $6.95 ♦ tax 0fli,y ,unch sp€cjfl|$ 
Tues- All you can eat pasta night includes salad and garlic bread $5.95 + tax       Eat at The Rock and become a Thursday night VIP! 
Wed- $0.30 wing night, New exciting sauces including "Purple Haze" Check out "Fishbowl" at The Rock on Tues. w/OJ Bear 
Every Wednesday is College Band Night 
Jan 23rd-   Drew Baldwin Acoustic Duo 
Jan 30th    Senior Night -150 Days till Gradution 
Featuring "Sparkies Flaw" 
Feb 6th     The Paul Jones Band w/Drew Baldwin 
Feb 13th    Live for Live w/Sweet Briar 
All Shows 18 & Up   $5 
Make Plans NOW for our Super Bowl Sunday Pre Game Party- Feb. 3rd @ 2pm 
Mardi Gras Food and Pre-game Music by JMU's live for Live 
Halftime Show by Tom Petty 
Ask us about our Ultimate Valentines Date: "s K 
We Also Offer KILLER Dance & Rock 
Bands Every Weekend! 
Jan l«ih MMiighl Trail w/The Paul Jones Hand 
Jan lilih ftuka/i SnooA RAH. Funk & Mm- 
Jan L'Mh Somlime Favorites w/Sons of Hill 
Jan L'Hih HdhBeOa-AC/DCRack 
Feb Isl     Two (ircal Shows ihc darken-. Hoys- Todays Rock Harsideal 8pm. Hlues 
Hash "118 featuring Mary Ann Redmond. Special Blues Menu Available- 
BBQChn or Fried/Blackened Catfish 
Feb 8th TK 121 Classic Rod 
Feb9lh Junkfood,l).(7s»l Parly Band 
Feb 15ft The Monsler Dance Hand- ASA... (.iris, do you Remember Ihem? 
Feb Hilh Souler Coaster Richmond's Wildesi Ride! Dance, Dance, Dance!! 
Jumper, then VIP back into The Rock to dance 
Thursday 2-14-08 
WtMMmm    Etf% r///////aaV aV ■ (sr. k ssn >r.l 1(11 II111 
Network and Socialize. 
Editor: Tim Chopman 
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Madison aims to maintain 
perfect record at the Convo 








Only two starters remain from George 
Mason's men's basketball 2006 Final Four 
run, but the Patriots are still one of the most 
revered teams in the Colonial Athletic As- 
sociation. 
Teuth-yeai coach Jim Larranaga has 
kept Mason on the cusp of national promi- 
nence with a competitive 
roster and an even more 
competitive schedule. 
After missing the 
NCAA tournament in 
2007 by one game - a 
65-59 loss to Virginia 
Commonwealth in the 
conference champion- 
ship left the Patriots just 
short of an automatic 
bid - Mason (11-5 overall, 3-2 in the CAA) 
scheduled a tough non-conference stretch. 
Next on Mason's menu is a Saturday 
evening stop in Harrisonburg against a 
much-improved JMU team. 
"(Mason hasj the most quality wins as 
any team in the league," JMU coach Dean 
Keener said. "Early season they beat Day- 
ton, and if I'm not mistaken that's Dayton's 
only loss of the season. They've beat Kansas 
State. They've beat South Carolina." 
Ihe Flyers have improved to 14-1, leav- 
ing Mason as the only team to beat them on 
way to their current RPI ranking of 5. The 
Patriots' other staple victory was an 87-77 
win over freshman standout Michael Beasley 
and Kansas State at the Old Spice Classic. 
Five players scored in double figures for 
the Patriots against the then-No. 18 ranked 
Wildcats including seniors Will Thomas 
and Folarin Campbell, familiar faces from 
the 2005-06 season. 
Thomas, a 6-foot, 7-inch power forward, 
leads the CAA preseason favorite Patriots 
with 15.7 points a game. 
"He's great to coach." Larranaga said. 
"He's as smart a basketball player I've ever 
been around. He understands how to play 
his position, but it you ask him what the 
other guys have to do, he knows exactly 
what everybody else on the floor is sup- 
posed to be doing." 
JMU junior forward Juwann James will 
have the task of matching up against Thomas 
who averaged over 12 points per game last 
year in three games against Madison. 
James averaged over 13 points in those 
games and is thriving this year with new ad- 
ditions to the roster. 
Forward Terrence Carter began taking 
double-teams oft of James last year, but first- 
year Dukes Abdulai Jalloh and Dazz Thorn- 
ton have begun attracting attention as well. 
Thornton, a 6-foot-7, 270-pound for- 
ward, played a career-high 27 minutes in 
Saturday's 9374 win over North-Carolina 
Wilmington. His size and skill forces oppo- 
nents to follow him around the paint, thus 
opening up more opportunities for James. 
Jalloh, a 6-foot-2 guard, is the Dukes' 
leading scorer at 15.5 points per game and 
has the ability to penetrate any defense and 
find the cutting big men down low. 
Mason can expect to see different looks 
defensively from the Dukes, as JMU thrived 
in zone and man-to-man defense against 
Wilmington. In recent years it has been a 
"pick-your-poison" scenario for Keener on 
whether to man up and be undersized in the 
post or to play zone and risk being a victim 
of Mason's consistent 3-point shooting. 
The Dukes have defended the perimeter 
better this year, holding opponents to 32 
percent from beyond-thr-.in- 
offensively, JMU will be without one of 
its top shooting threats in junior forward 
Kyle Swanston. Swanston suffered an avul- 
sion fracture last Wednesday at William & 
Mary and his return is still unknown. 
"It's certainly worrisome. Keener said. 
"A team that shoots a lot of threes and 
makes a pretty good percentage, but also 
had a player like Thomas inside...when a 
team has shooter like that you feel you can 
pull out but you can't." 
"Ine in-state conference matchup tips 
off at 8 p.m. and will be aired on Comcast 
Sportsnet. 
Dukes search for swagger 
on the road against Patriots 
BYWnHFrVMCGOVHN 
KMttm storts editor 
The JMU women's basketball team is 
anxious to rebound from its 82-57 pound- 
ing at Old Dominion, a loss fueled by a 26-0 
second half run by the Monarchs. 
On the ride home from Norfolk, JMU 
coach Kenny Brooks received text messages 
from members of his team apologizing for 
their most disappointing performance of 
the season. But he's con-    
Basketball 
Ttmndty 
JMU at GMU 
7 p.m. 
Patriot Center 
vinced that his squad UIAm(m'c 
is ready to rebound at WOIJ161! \ 
George Mason today. 
They've all been 
texting me, they've been 
apologizing to me," 
Brooks said Monday at 
his weekly press confer- 
ence. "But they don't 
need to apologize to me, because they're the 
ones that had to suffer through it. I think 
they'll be able to bounce back." 
Senior forward Tamera Young led the 
Dukes with 17 points on 8-0M9 shooting 
at ODU, and leads the conference in scor- 
ing with an average of 20.4 points per game. 
SHdot guard Jasmin Lawrence scored 11 
points and was the only other player in dou- 
ble figures for JMU. 
George Mason is the second of three op- 
ponents Madison faces on the road in Janu- 
ary, and JMU is still searching for its first 
road victory against a team with at least a 
.500 record. 
"We haven't won some of the bigger 
games away from the Convocation Cen- 
ter that we need to win," Brooks said. "We> 
talk about the swagger, we have to have the 
swagger." 
JMU (9-5 overall, 2-1 in the Colonial 
Athletic- Association) beat (k-orge Mason 
twice last year by a combined 58 potato, 
hut both teams have changed significantly. 
GMU (7-7, t-a) is only one win sh\ ol its 
total from last season, and has a 6-2 record 
at home. Brooks said he's glad JMU has a 
chance to bounce back on the road. 
'Our goals are much higher than just to 
be a good team at home," Brooks said. "We 
want to be able to be one of the upper-ech- 
elon teams " 
Madison may not be the only team try- 
ing to regain confidence today. While the 
Patriots started the season 5-0 at home. 
they have gone 1-2 in their last three home 
games. 
GMU has also dropped two straight 
games by at least 15 points. The Patriots 
lost 69-54 on Tuesday at Liberty, a team 
that beat JMU 79-66 earlier this season in 
Lynchburg. 
"We're coming off a loss to Liberty that I 
felt we played very well at their place," GMU 
coach Debbie Taneyhill said in a phone in- 
terview. 'I know our kids are glad to be back 
home and get into being able to concentrate 
on our CAA schedule." 
GMU senior guard Lateisha Wade leads 
the Patriots in scoring, averaging 14.6 points 
per game. Wade Ls the only GMU player av- 
eraging double figures, but the Patriots have 
managed to improve on last year's season 
with a focus on defense. 
"We've really made that an emphasis 
for our team this year," Taneyhill said. "On 
nights when your offense may not be going 
well. If yon h,,vc- that soiut defense you can 
still manage to win some games, and that's 
what we're Ining to instill with our team." 
GMU will need stingy defense to con- 
lain the CAA s top scoring offense. Madison 
leads the conference with an average of 74.7 
points per game. 
But Brooks' players are bent on showing 
their coach that they are capable of winning 
anywhere, and Brooks himself advanced his 
preparation process this week to make sure 
problems are addressed. 
Usually, he uses Mondays to wind down 
■nd locus on personal things. Tnis past 
Monday morning he was already watching 
film of GMU  His motivation? 
"I want to get hack out there to erase the 
I ODU I memory," Brooks said. 
If Brooks has his way, there will be no 
text- message apologies on the way back 
from Fairfax. 
Athletic director, coach shed 
light on Bridgeforth expansion 
IYTWCHAMWI 
spomdiici 
Whenever expansion is proposed 
and budgets are calculated, whether 
on a national, state or local level. 
speculation  over   the  "real"   motive 
lolldWs 
In the latest case at JMU, the 
discussion surrounds Friday's an- 
nouncement of a $52 million plan to 
renovate Bridgeforth Stadium by the 
start of the 2011 season. 
'Hie plan is still that — just a plan. 
It includes a $40 million budget 
amendment that has to be approved 
by the Virginia General Assembly. 
Assuming the plan is approved. 
Bridgeforth's 15.778 seats will bal- 
loon to 24,878 with the addition ot an 
upper-tier to a lower-tier on tin mg) 
side of the stadium. 
Athletic Director Jeff Bourne and 
Vice President Charlie King also pre- 
sented JMU's Board of Visitors with 
the option of a long-term plan that 
could expand the stadium to 40,000 
seats 
The question that arises  e   it  a 
move to Football Bowl Subdivision 
(formerly Division I-A) for JMU foot- 
ball was an underlying factor. 
The answer is a resounding "No" 
according to Bourne. King and others 
close to the situation. 
"Really, our initiative was to look 
at the programs at the pinnacle of I- 
AA," Bourne said. "We want to build 
a stadium that puts you at the very 
top of the institutions you compete 
with." 
King echoed Bourne, saying that a 
move to the l-A level was not a driv- 
ing force in the decision. 
"We've sold out three years in a 
row," King said. "We need to reno- 
vate- " 
The man who may benefit 1 In- 
most from the proposed plan is JMU 
coach Mickey Matthews. The ninth- 
year coach has guided JMU from a 
mediocre program in the late 1990s 
to a I-AA perennial contender that 
boasts a 2004 National Champion- 
ship 
"When I took the job, I thought 
»• MIOGfFOtrH, p«f« 10 
WMMHuMi 
If the p4on to renovole Bridgeforth Stadium is posted by the Virginia General Assembly, in (oporily will increase lo 74,878 with me addition of on upper tier seating strtwi 
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• FACTORY TTUINEB TECHS 
• AUTHORIZED WARRANTY SERVICE 
(5401564-0002 
Monday-Friday 10-7 
Saturday 9-5 STORE 5 MINUTES FROM CAMPUS! 
JMU'S SOURCE FOR 
PAINTBALL ACTION! M*> 
nj. 
BRIDGEFORTH: Move to 
l-A is not behind plans 
KIDGHOIIH. from pool 9 
lhal if we could be .successful, we could excite people," Matthews 
said "I thought it was a sleeping giant, so no, [the progress] doesn't 
PJipriM me." 
Matthews is excited to have what he deems will be the "top" sta- 
dium in all of 1-AA football. 
Among the top l-AA stadiums in the country is Montana's Wash- 
ington-Grizzly Stadium that holds 23.183 fans. On the east coast. 
CAA rival Delaware's Raymond Tubby Stadium seats 22,000 and 
current three-time defending National champion Appalachian State 
has 22,820 seats. 
App. Slate is currently renovating its stadium and Matthews em- 
phasized the importance of keeping up with the competition. 
"To attract the top students, an institution needs to make its aca- 
demic buildings top-notch," he said. "And to attract the top student 
athlete you need to have the top facilities." 
For now, it appears JMU would like to continue being one of the 
big fish in a smaller pond, no one is ruling out the possibility of the 
Dukes one day playing with the big boys. 
"It's not out of the realm of thinking when it comes to expansion 
of the stadium," Bourne said. "1 just don't see it in the immediate 
(future]." 
Bourne also said the facility will allow JMU to make stronger 
bids for playoff games and maybe even bid to host the national 
championship. 
First-year GM set the 
table for Giants' success 
BY ARTHUR STAPLE 
Hwvtoy ^  
A year ago Wednesday, Jerry Reese was introduced as the Giants' 
general manager. Within a few hours, he was off to Houston to watch 
college seniors practice for the East-West Shrine ganve Reese was back 
in Houston for those East-West practices yesterday, but his focus may 
not have been entirely on the workouts 
"Yeah, you could say there's a lot going on," he said. 'But I'm a 
scout. It's nice to get away and get Kirk to dohH my job, watching and 
evaluating players." 
Reese's doing that job. along with his scouting department and pro 
personnel department, his predecessor. Ernie Accorsi, and Tom Cough- 
lin and his coaching staff, has helped bring the Giants to the brink of a 
Super Bowl berth. Hardly anyone believed a first-year GM and a coach 
with the axe poised to fall could produce a winning team, but here they 
are. 
And here's h<m they got here: 
Free agency and cutting veterans. Reese, with a SioS-million salary 
cap that was a sizable increase from the 2006 season, had plenty of cap 
room to work with He added more by cutting linebackers Carlos Em- 
mons and LaVar Arlington and a former first-round pick, tackle Luke 
Petitgout. 
All three were injury-prone, but Petitgout had been playing well at 
the critical left tackle spot. Reese and Coughlin butted heads over that 
move, but David Diehl played all season at left tackJc and performed as 
ml y Petitgout ever did (better, perhaps, because the durable Diehl 
didn't miss a game). 
"That was huge for them," said Reese's predecessor, Emie Accorsi. 
"Diehl really gave them a boost with the way he played." 
Reese made a couple of big offers, one to former Cardinals offen- 
sive lineman Leonard Davis, but the only veteran free agent the Giants 
signed was linebacker Kawika Mitchell, who was ignored by pretty 
much the whole league and signed a one-year. Si-million deal. He had 
the pivotal interception return for a touchdown in the Giants' playoff- 
clinching win at Buffalo. 
"You can fall on your face trying to make a splash," Reese said be- 
fore training camp. "We didn't find a lot of guys who were a good fit for 
us." 
Standing up to Michael Strahan. During the March free-agency pe- 
riod. Strahan visited Reese and tried to extract more than the $4 mil- 
lion Strahan was owed for this season. He also suggested that Reese 
be a big player in free agency, because No. 92 wanted to go out with a 
winner. 
Reese didn't budge, and even gave Tony Agnune. Strahan's agent, 
panaWoa to seek a trade. Only the Redskins, made an offer: a sixth- 
round pick. 
Strahan ended up holding out for all of training camp, potentially 
creating an issue with Coughlin, but when Strahan returned, he shook 
off his rust to have another stellar season, with nine sacks. He's been a 
monster in the two playoff games and he's been a model citizen, helping 
the younger players buy into Coughlin's system. 
"We always wanted Michael here, and he knew that." Reese said. 
"We knew he'd be an important part of thus team like he always was." 
The draft. Reese was in charge of the previous four drafts, but Ac- 
corsi had final say With the 2007 draft, Reese made his mark, not just 
with the first two picks, comerback Aaron Ross and wide receiver Steve 
Smith, but all the way down to the last two, seventh-rounders Mn li 1,1 
Johnson and Ahmad Bradshaw. 
Waiver pickups / iindrafted rookies. Reese said you have to be lucky 
as well as talented, and finding fullback Madison lledgecock qualifies 
as both. The third-vear veteran was cut by the Rams after the open- 
ing game and the Giants pounced, finding the perfect lead blacker for 
their ninning backs. Hedgeeock signed a five-year extension midway 
through the season. 
I arid it Wore the season started," he said. "We had enough talent 
to get to playoffs, but until we started playing as a team, we'd be out in 
the first round every year. Ihese guys play hard for each other, whether 
it's a rookie or a no-name guy or a 15-year veteran. That's a credit to 
Tom and the coaching staff." 
STILL NEED 
Did you know you can live at the best NEW townhomes in Harrisonburg? 
Copper (Beech Townhomes 
Limited units are available in our spacious 1, 2, 3 and 4 bedroom townhomes 
Available Furnished or Unfurnished 
Private bedrooms with Full size baths 
Multiple-level living for increased privacy 
Free high-speed Internet connection, Cable, and Trash Removal 
Enjoy our spectacular Clubhouse that features free tanning beds, fitness center, swimming pool, basketball 
and volleyball court, computer lab, and a great lounge area topped off with flat screen TVs throughout! 
Qvver Beech 0k 
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in ilaiK i-.imp .iclivitics Requires 
l>n'viou» c.ipcriciRo wi»tkin>; with 
ihililrcn in a rixrcalitm or KJ 
M-iinii Subnfl ■"! appdcaiitin Ml ihr 
l>pt of Human Resources. P.O. Box 
•'Ml lt.ifl.rti«.-sMlle.VA22*>02 Appl> 
online m ohljin a Cit) applnation In 
;K*essinn the lohs Hoiird M «*-* 
diailniic^Mlle.orj; or h\ calling 4.14 
1523 
WAIIRI-SSLSNI 1 PI DJev.   Lunch 
DowiMown, Itnibta hoaii.Bo Niioii, 
appl) in person 
I \k\ I rnUMONKl too 
lcmporn\ i>|X'niii^^   IXIIMI 'lie n- 
SbenTd rckpham Hi-4>Ks La your 
V pi) ami a jeOOrOBI ant. 
llhiwaOM Mii'i IK* IX •■ 
v.ili.l dlivWI IktllM ami JU'H'I of 
m-sinaiK,   .>l«'i . 
OPMoo In 
BARTl NDINOt I  \SM s WIMI R 
SI»K IAI   - a ii| 
■drool turn pavriK-iit plans t54(h 671 
1202 
KM ISC.I \l IMI.RS M.I |)| D 
Part time. \> 20 hr. u,vk t.n MM 
HK. Mud DC prolkicM m 
-.Milieu ,m.l oral Spanish < n-nt lei\il 
.'\|>v-iieiin   (540)494 22 11 
K,.|"I;IMS.     M.inai.-iiK'i.l    (WWWJI 
tpom ■ nil-   J   wiW 
lili  natural   ntnOIOl   rUOWCil   llfill   H 
liuuij.'  poliie,  pratfeakMal,  nliabk 
ptoptl   i ilu.l tfltplnM K'M.auh 
s.mv.'v.. (So s \l I s.    I'ari nnie  or 
tuii lime ivaitabta op«M 7 da>s. nt 
tuny boun ((.'»-. i ]»' \alur.1i\M vihc.l 
uk-ma* ^ai* llfhtfj btUddOMpfOJOtl 
IH-.-U.    \p>:'1'    it   I H) I r.ifiklin Nli.vt 
I Ml 
si MMBR (AMP SHI-. DUUXTOB 
M4 i hationesville Parks & Kec it 
Siinimci (amp Sue EMlMtOfl 
in won a HcxiMr KIMMMC; hrs ranging 
from Ham Spm Momtis I rul.i 
s.<»iial (HiMtion. running June ** )ul) **i. 
2(KW. The Site DlfSMoi kl levp-nttsiltk- 
tor planning & ini|>lemeniing tamp 
Jitmlici,. -U|K-mse .la\ u> Jay opcm 
liiim. develop less«>n plans, and com 
muni*.ale with parents and stall Submit 
an appliealion to the l>ept i>l Human 
Rcsm.r-.c-. P (> Bu\ **ll. <"harloties 
ville.VA22t»«2 Appl> online oiohum 
■ City applicatHin h\ accessing ihc 
Job's BiMtil at v*w« iharliitte** II 
ot b> -.allint 4^4 Wl M9Q; BB 4M- 
970 ,s-1' 
SI2-5IK/ hour Jimm> John's (iour 
mel Sandwiches is NOW HIRING laic 
night deliver) drivers and sandwich 
makers Delivers Drivers average 
SI2-SI8 hr Applv in person at 1*1-4 
Hillside Avenue or call 540433 1100 
| IKK) 
UJOKINO    I OR   YOUR   DRhAM 
KlH ' Vii,h no further do \.m Im. 
|c-cli> " ' II n COBi*ti me HnJiiv 
Bm a l iec ( rut-e in 2009 Lii nphii 
adviMH   inanah|ohn.son<" mat LIHH m 
WW1 h.iMiphia cummariahjohiisoii 
(757)581 3963 
(Services)! 
HORSLBAt k RIDING LESSONS 
and trail ruling Ml mm from JMU 
828 *22 * IM clknuv.tables.com for 
lafovUiictoAa>,(540)l I 
7 Travel 
Winter Recreation t!uide 
TODAY IS THE LAST DAY TO 
SUBMIT ADS!! 
CALL: 540.568.6127 
NAOS III AD 4 Mimlh Siudera Sum 
nu-r Replal. M.i> Aug. seBhrvc/crc 
all. i..mi2S2l2- 
•DVD & VHS Sale: Buy 2 get I Ewe!* 
,U1    1'hul. 
d «te$ 
3051 S Mam St 
Harnsonbufg, VA 22801 
1540) 432-6403 
MONDAY-THURSDAV 10 AM -9 PM. 
FRIDAY & SAtUROAY 10 AM -10 PM 
SUNDAY 12 P.M.-7 P.M 
ALTERNATIVE CLOTHING • L.NGERIE • ACCESSORIES 
MAGAZINES • VIDEOS • DVDS • ADULT NOVELTIES 
*AII Shoes- 50% off- 
A DRUM, 
UPHOLDING A VISION 
II M'lll'i 
FRIDAY, JAN. 18 
MIK MARCH & SFIAK OUT 
4:06 F M. WllSON Hflil STEPS 
i3t P.HL-848 F* TIUM Dim Uim 
Hi is join II. in r.-numkrinc Dr. Kins'. Hani narctm ud In. 
impad upon our lin-. [In. i. .111 cnpotRling upiliwa 1I1.11 \.'ii 
will iK-s.-r ionjet 
KilSWlKlCHT 
SOIriMliriHirinlMi 
A nii.Hii ol artistic ,\prc..i.in. 
SfOHSOtO e» NURC 
SWIET NMHY IN THE RICK 
7:30 F* HI Wm Hall 
Liiiiiiniik.l tocitMUaJ iiiikiii'iii ol tin nih u\(iik'.ot Atritan 
\iii.ri,.ni lepci .mil iniiliiii.il.. ihi-1 ,.ip|vlla pnfocmiKt»iD be 
anama:ini;i-\p.-niiki'. 
OHNEIAI UMBUNI$24 
SHNURSlijM F« SUFFIIZ] 
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M Hi>ini Safetj Ckeck  * 
• Oil Change Bnfa S<r>i(.   * 
» Stata Inspeclii.n \<- Rrpair   , 
• AlifUimcnl DiagiKwlic « 
MONDAY, IAN. 2 ln 
MIK FORMAL PROGRAM 
7:00 PJL IK WUMfl MAtl JUJIITOIIUM 
IM l»rnial prognm uill Imnur ilu- lite nl Dr. Martin 
I uilur Kin;, Jr. duoOfh ,1 ..iiklli li^lilini; KRBOnV, 
In.im, aUBkal idcciiara, .m.l kcynou ipeaker Julian 
Bond. I urrini Ctlatrmtn ol llu NAACP, Mr. Nond ha. 
Bten an atdw p.inivipjin in ilu nMMBUIUD k* >i'il 
ripti and Konomk juttict since l%0. 
I"«ir more inttirmaiion, 
contact I Ii*-iVnUT lor 
Mullii-uliural Studtnt StfviOM 
HI nuilinuliuraK"imii.tJu, 
call IWfcrt 66V>. or u-n 
i"uv.imu.i\lu mullicultural 
<m The Newest Mexican Restaurant in Town! 
^   PUEBLO GRANDE 
" MEXTCAN 
GRILL 
r^To Thank The University For Their Support 
Mon. - Thurs. Nite Specials 
Faiitas for 2 
$13-99 
Any Combination Dinner 
Buy 1 Get 2nd 1/2 OFF 
% JMU & EMU Students & Faculty 
20% off Total Dinner Bill Anytin 
v Gift Certificates Available! i 
Hot VaiiH HW> OlM' Oilers Expires t'31/M 
Carry Out and Catering Available 
245* S Man St - ll'burg - 540 437 9919 - 1AX 41 
/ Mon-Thiir 11-10 PM. Fn  11-11 PM 
Sal 11-10 PM. Sun  II-9PM 
-aiu ri , 4. j±_A 
OFF CAMPUS PARKING 
Located on University Boulevard Across from Regal Cinemas 
Available January 2008 
Fenced/Lighted 
Camera Monitored 
24 Hour Access 
Preassigned Spaces 
Walk or Bus to Campus 
$300/Semester (Prorated for Latecomers) 
(540) 564-2988 
Call Simple Pleasures Restaurant for Details 
12 I Thursday, January 17, 2008 I www.ttMfcrMM.arg   The Breeze 
mu, mt, mm 
For the Next 4 Sundays, 
FREE Samples (Pizza) 11am-2pm 
Register for TWO VACATION CERTIFICATES 
Good for 6+ Students in a 
Luxurious Condo or Townhouse in 
Mexico, Florida or the Bahamas!. 
mms 
Bml Large Pizza. Get 2nd Half-Price 
-Any Slice (I nliinitrd Toppings) for S2 
Daily from 4-7 
-Riilly Cheese Steak. Fries & Drink S7.95 
-DdkaousHOTSubsl 
-Beer k Wine on- and off-preniis 
Tuesday-Sunday 10:30am-11pm 
(540)434-6177 
1326 Hillside Drive, Startwcks Center 
Pizza Delivery Positions Now Available! 
Call 540433-5165 for Interview 
Results of the 
online poll: 
How do you 
feel about 
the plans to 





I think it's a great 
idea, seating is hard 
to come by -108 
Great idea but is it 
worth the price? - 37 
This money should 
definitely be allocated 
elsewhere - 71 
Total votes: 216 
Next week's 
online poll: 










I Brent Spiner role 
5 Greenhouse items 
9 Novelist Jong 
14 Future officer 
19 Mideastern gulf 
20 "Tvpee" sequel 
21 Reveal 
22 Put up with 
23 \kl/.ONA 
26 "The Boys From 
Brazil" author 
27 Zola or Durkheim 
28 Elvis, for instance 
29 "Hoi) cow!" 
31 Lennon's lad) 
32SASE,eg 
34 WASHINGTON 
40 He engages in brute 
farce 
45"Porgi  "(Mo/art 
aria) 
46 Tallow source 
47 Demolish dessert 
48 Composer Khacha- 
turian 
50"-Night" C80 film) 
52 "In Search of..." 
host 
56 OKLAHOMA 
61 Hold forth 
62 Tijuana title 
63 Lodge brother 
64 Podiatnc problem 
66 Actress Hagen 
67 Cabbage cousin 
70 Shoe pan 
73 Master 




82 West ender? 
83 Pindaric poem 
84 Hog heaven'* 
85 "M)-word'" 
86 Sounds like a Short- 
horn 
88 "Muel -!" 
89 Sense 
90 Speck 
92 Carve a canyon 
% The Little Mermaid 
98 INDIANA 
104 Nobelist Sachs 
105 "Aida" nv er 
106 Ahmedabad attire 
107 '64 Murray Schisgal 
play 
108 Draft status 
111 Arbitrary order 
113 Sluggish 
SUPER CROSSWORD 
I 1 4 I - i in II '5 "i 
1 t< .v 
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120 Philips of "UHF" 
121 Chicken - king 
122 Dollop 
123 Melodious McFntire 
127 "Archie" character 
I 11 In for a king 
134 FLORIDA 
139 "My Friend Hicka" 
author 
140 Spine-tingling 
141 - Hari 
142 Hastened 
143 Uncovered 
144 bnglish county 
145 Certain Semite 
146 Draft device 
DOWN 
1 Joan Sutherland's title 
2 Hoss' big brother 
3 Actress Austin 
4 Ixg joints 
5 Taro concoction 
6 Word form for "all" 
7 Barber Sweeney 
8 Mediocre 
9 TV Tarzan 
10 Part of US AR 
11 Klugman co-star 





16 St. Andrews clod 
17 Minnesota city 
l8Tauberor Thill 
24 Time to give up 
25 Soprano Gluck 
30 Aussie walker 
33 Hammer feature 
35 Word on a fuse 
36 Actress Singer 
37 River reptile 
38 Vacuum-tube gas 
39 "Crazy" ('80 film) 
40 Networks 
41 Uncommon 
42 School founded in 1440 
43 Significant years 
44 Monsieur Verdoux" 
actress 
49 2,056. to Tiberius 
51 Jungle bird 
53 "All in the Family" 
spin-oil 
54 Playful fisherman 
55 lx>ng for 
57 NASA affirmative 
58 "Confound it!" 
59 Order of the czar 
60 Resident 
65 Try again 
68 - majesty 
69 Record 
71 EPA concern 
72 Bandleader Perez 
75 Valhalla VIP 
76 Venerate 
77 Pesier 
79 Windbreaker material 
80 Effluvia 
81 Kind of pitcher 
87-Lanka 
89 "Captain Blood "star 
91 Senator Cochran 
93 Christiania. today 
94 Gloomy 
95 Covet 
97 Wells creatures 
99 Ride 
100 Literary pseudonym 
101 Exploit 
102 Onassis' nickname 
103 Annoy 
109 Souffle ingredient 
110 Climax 
112 Amos or Spelling 
114 Snowballs, sometimes 
115 Like some smiles 
116 Nobleman 
117 Hilo hello 
118 Palindromic pirogue 
119 Some woodwinds 
124 Jane Austen novel 
125 Gentle Ben. for one 
126 Actress Nielsen 
128 Rock's   Players 
129 Pursue 
130 Mahler's "Das Lied 
von dcr -" 
! VI vivt 
133 Fictional collie 
135 Hosp. areas 
136 Casino cube 
137 Saxophonist Beneke 
138 Fairy queen 
Welcome Back Students! 
Why sign with the rest 
when you can stay with the best? 
Voted Best Place to 
Live Off-campus \i/ 
Rooms for Fall 2008 still available 
Sign up today 
Sl-'N(>SE 
www.sunchase.net 
Sunchase offers 4 bedroom/ 4 bath individually leased apartments. 
The Sunchase Clubhouse is 5400 square feet of fun! 
Complete with a big screen TV, stereo system, and game tables. 
The Clubhouse is available everyday until midnight and 
can be reserved for private get togethers. 
Take the virtual tour online at www.sunchase.net today! 
Contact us for more information 540-442-4800 
